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A growing body of scholarship notwithstanding, portrayals of college and university integration in the Deep South continue to consist largely of a series of set images, a sequence of stock events that demonstrate vigorous white resistance to any sullying of the Southern way of education.[1] The violence accompanying James Meredith's registration at Ole Miss in 1962, and George Wallace's scripted "stand in the schoolhouse door" at the University of Alabama in 1963 dominate the public's memory of college desegregation.[2] Some old-timers recall Autherine Lucy's brief but tumultuous two-day stay at the University of Alabama in 1957. Fewer remember Charlayne Hunter's and Hamilton Holmes' successful matriculation at the University of Georgia in 1961,[3] and fewer still Harvey Gantt's peaceful entry into Clemson University that same year.[4] These impressions of the desegregation of Southern colleges have been powerfully reinforced by television documentaries, notably the "Eyes on the Prize" series.

Another factor in the construction of these particular memories is sensationalism. Even though both were flagship universities, the violence accompanying James Meredith's entry into Ole Miss is far better known than the peacable integration of Georgia a year earlier. Smaller, regional schools would attract even less attention. As the well-publicized campus integrations of the early 1960s proceeded, the University of Southwestern Louisiana entered its second decade of desegregation. In the fall of 1954, what was then Southwest Louisiana Institute (SLI) became the first state-supported college in the Deep South to desegregate its undergraduate programs.[5] It did so pursuant to a court order issued prior to the May 1954 Brown decision. Furthermore, it was a substantial desegregation. At least eighty black undergraduates registered for fall classes at SLI in the summer and fall of 1954. Despite this comparatively large-scale breaching of the walls of segregation, there was no disorder, either on campus or off. The outward peace of the occasion led many whites to later remember the event as evidence of their magnanimity. While it was not that simple, the fact that it happened at a small state college in Lafayette, Louisiana, favored its success, as did the deliberately low-key approach of school leaders. Indeed, SLI's desegregation attracted so little media attention that this historic event appears in almost none
However, the early date and the magnitude of SLI's experiment in racial justice, in combination with its success, make it an important episode in civil rights history.

Historians Armstead Robinson and Patricia Sullivan have argued that "more attention must be concentrated on the origins, process, and outcome of civil rights struggles in local communities before the movement and its consequences can be fully understood....all too often, scholars emphasize the interracialism of the Brown decade and the role of the federal government instead of focusing on the vital and essential role played by black initiative before, during, and after the Brown decade."[7]

In the case of southern higher education, this is a clear call for a case by case examination of the desegregation experience on individual campuses, not least to determine the degree to which the well-documented experiences at Alabama and Ole Miss, or even at Georgia and Clemson, are representative of college desegregation generally, but also to determine the role played by local communities, for better or worse, in the process. Evidence that local citizens initiated their own civil rights challenges may make it more difficult for unreconstructed segregationists to interpret the efforts of earlier confederates as resistance to government tyranny. Proponents of civil rights will discover a new, larger cast of heroes, even as neo-confederates continue their enshrinement of the James Eastlands and Lester Maddoxes. These issues should be of considerable interest not only to scholars, but also to policymakers in a period of troubled racial relations.[8] Case studies also will inspire questions about the oft-supposed homogeneity of the Deep South on the verge of the Civil Rights Revolution; south Louisiana certainly raises that issue.

On the face of it, Lafayette, a market town in rural south Louisiana, seemed an unlikely locale for leadership in a civil rights movement which had yet to achieve the momentum and support which would define it in the early 1960s. Insofar as it existed south of the Mason-Dixon line, sympathy for experiments in racial justice was more a feature of the upper South, of border states such as Kentucky and Maryland. Less than fifty miles from the Gulf of Mexico, Lafayette was about as far south as a town in Dixie could be. But Lafayette was Deep South with a difference.

Many of Lafayette’s the early settlers were descendants of the Acadian exiles who peopled southwest Louisiana in the second half of the eighteenth century. Founded in 1824 as Vermilionville, the village became Lafayette sixty years later.[9] Enriched by infusions of "foreign" French, Germans and Irishmen, les Americains, and later Lebanese and Syrian immigrants, the region centered upon Lafayette developed a "Cajun" culture which included the French language, Roman Catholicism, tightly-knit families, and a much-admired cuisine which included not only their adaptations of local foods to French cooking, but also African, French, Native American and Spanish culinary practices.[10] A
substantial Jewish community further enlivened this rich admixture of cultures.[11] At the turn of the twentieth century, the rapidly growing town further expanded its horizons when it acquired a fledgling college, Southwest Louisiana Industrial Institute. That institution, its name shortened to Southwest Louisiana Institute in 1925, made the town a focal point for National Youth Administration programs in the 1930s and for the Navy's V-12 Program during World War II.[12] After the war, Lafayette emerged as one of the chief beneficiaries of the offshore oil boom when local merchant Maurice Heymann developed the Oil Center, a large complex of office buildings which made the town the logical administrative center between Houston and New Orleans, further broadening an already substantial middle class.[13]

African-Americans saw World War II as not only a crusade against fascism, but also as an opportunity to undermine institutionalized racism at home. Unsurprisingly, then, many black Americans emerged from the wartime experience newly determined to insist on fuller and more equitable participation in the benefits of American citizenship. That resolve produced some of the century's nastier episodes of white violence, but there were signs that whites were less approving of race-based murder and mayhem than in the pre-war period. In Louisiana in 1947, Lafayette attorney Bertrand DeBlanc labored mightily on Willie Francis's unsuccessful appeal to escape a second date with the electric chair after the failed first effort to execute him for a robbery-murder conviction by an all-white jury.[14] Southern military bases, such as Chennault Air Base in nearby Lake Charles, racially integrated after 1948, inspired local blacks to press for an end to discrimination while suggesting that the world would not come to an end if the Constitution was respected. Finally, for many south Louisianians, the Catholic Church's clear admonition that racism was un-Christian would have increased meaning as many clerics actively sought to turn preachment into practice.[15] There was another, ultimately unquantifiable factor which would influence residents of SLI's southwest Louisiana service area on the eve of a legal challenge to the college's white-only status.

Lafayette's middle class contained a substantial "black" minority, not a few of whom were descendants of Louisiana's gens de couleur libres (free people of color), the offspring of antebellum interracial liaisons and relationships. Not a few white planters in the region had sired offspring by white wives and black or mixed-race mistresses. As one New Iberian of African-American and French ancestry told the late Glenn Conrad, founder of the Center for Louisiana Studies, "We all know who our white ancestors are." Historian Vaughan Burdin Baker, whose family can trace its roots to antebellum plantation owners in the Cane River country near Natchitoches, has written of Charlotte Broutin, a New Orleans woman of Afro-French parentage who moved to St. Martinville in the old Attakapas District in the late 18th century. She bore French royal engineer Marin LeNormand six children prior to marrying him just months before his death in 1812. A substantial property owner in her own right, she and her legitimized children "passed" into the white population. One of her daughters married the
son of a prominent Cajun family; the groom produced one family with the Broutin girl and another with a mistress of color. Some of the family names in the old "Mouton Addition" and other black neighborhoods bear witness to the fact that their ancestors had white cousins. The reality of a substantial measure of shared ancestry, the resultant obligations, and the awareness of shared genealogy, of cousins across the color line, were probably factors in the negotiating of racial boundaries that was to come.

On September 15, 1953, Lafayette Parish residents Clara Dell Constantine, Martha Jane Conway, Charles Vincent Singleton, and Shirley Taylor sought admission to all-white SLI. Local civil rights activist Velma Hollier described these middle-class kids, and by implication their parents, as "four who would" agree to pursue this venture whose risks were unknown. When their applications were denied, they appealed to the State Board of Education without result. On January 4, 1954, their attorneys filed a class action complaint in the United States District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, seeking to permanently enjoin SLI's governing authorities from refusing them admittance.

*Constantine v. S.L.I.* was part of the NAACP's lengthy struggle to desegregate southern colleges and universities. NAACP Legal Defense Fund lawyer Charles Hamilton Houston's strategy was to insist on the on the full meaning of the "separate but equal" wording of the Supreme Court in *Plessy v. Ferguson*, i.e., an equal education, even if this could only be obtained at an all-white institution. This legal campaign began in 1933 when Thomas Hocutt unsuccessfully sued for admission to the University of North Carolina's pharmacy school because the state had provided no pharmacy school for African-Americans. Two years later, Donald Murray won admission to the University of Maryland's law school. He graduated in 1938, the year that the LSU Law School refused Hurchail Jackson's application for admission. The 1939 creation of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund strengthened their financial position and the end of World War II produced a more favorable legal climate for school desegregation suits.

In 1946, the LSU Law School denied Charles Hatfield's request for admission. The LSU Board of Supervisors and the State Board of Education suggested that he attend law school on an out-of-state scholarship until a separate school could be established at Southern University for the 1947-48 academic year. In the same year, LSU rejected New Iberia resident Viola Johnson's application to the LSU School of Medicine. Judge G. Caldwell Hegert dismissed the resultant suits, saying that the plaintiffs should demand that Southern University provide the appropriate professional schools. Nonetheless, in 1950 there were eight more African-American applicants for the LSU law and medical schools. They too were rejected despite recent successful desegregation rulings in Texas and Oklahoma.

In two challenges to *Plessy v. Ferguson* (1896), the Supreme Court weakened
the 1896 decision. In each case, the plaintiffs were represented by NAACP legal counsel. In *McLaurin v. Oklahoma Board of Regents* (1950), the Court ruled that the University of Oklahoma's efforts to restrict George McLaurin's court-ordered participation in their doctoral program in education by segregating him from his classmates constituted unequal treatment. In *Sweatt v. Painter* (1950), it ordered Heman Sweatt admitted to the University of Texas Law School even though historically-black Texas Southern also had a law school. The court reasoned that Texas Southern, whatever its positive attributes might be, could not hope to match the law school in Austin in terms of its prestige, influential alumni, and professional contacts. It thereby could not satisfy the requirement of separate equality mandated in *Plessy*. Thus, by 1950, the Court was but a short step from declaring that segregation itself constituted discriminatory treatment.[23]

With some misgivings, the NAACP had already begun to shift its legal strategy from stressing the inequitable results of the separate but equal doctrine to challenging the constitutionality of segregation itself.[24] In *Wilson v. Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University* (1950), Thurgood Marshall argued that their object was to have LSU remove race from its consideration of applicants. His co-counsel, Alexander Pierre (A.P.) Tureaud, the New Orleans civil rights lawyer, easily refuted the defense contention that Southern provided substantially equal facilities in its three-year old law school. The three-judge federal court, carefully skirting the challenge to *Plessy*, ruled that Wilson must be admitted to LSU's law school because Southern did not afford him the same educational advantages. However, when LSU investigated Wilson's personal background and uncovered a Section 8 military discharge (one of eight charges), Wilson withdrew his application. The first African-American to attend LSU Law School, Lutrill Amos Payne, did so in the summer of 1951 following a successful suit against the university.[25]

The battle to gain access to graduate schools was important, but as Richard Kluger rightly observed, "The handful of graduate-school victories affected only a fraction of the black elite and new ones were slow in coming as the state courts declined to fall in line automatically behind the *Sweatt* and *McLaurin* decisions, which on their face did nothing to tamper with the separate-but-equal principle of *Plessy*." Black undergraduates in the South and border states remained relegated to schools that were markedly inferior in facilities, funding, and faculty, places that Kluger called "academic shanties." In the border states, this situation began to end when a Delaware state court ruled that, because of the glaring inequalities between Delaware's white and black colleges, black undergraduates must be admitted to the University of Delaware.[26]

In 1953, Alexander P. Tureaud, Jr. applied for admission to the undergraduate division at LSU, was rejected, and sued the Board of Supervisors. Eighteen LSU Law School graduates donated their services to the defense, including Leander Perez, the notorious political boss of watery Plaquemines Parish. Despite the display of school spirit, Judge J. Skelly Wright ruled that, because of tangible
inequalities between LSU and Southern, LSU must admit blacks to its combined Arts and Science and Law program. LSU lost on appeal and the younger Tureaud registered on September 18, 1953. On October 28, the Fifth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the decision on a technicality. On November 9, Judge Wright vacated his order and on November 10, LSU cancelled Tureaud's registration. On November 16, Tureaud's attorneys successfully applied to the United States Supreme Court for a stay of the Fifth Circuit's judgment, but by then Tureaud had transferred to Xavier University. The following year, Constantine v. S.L.I. became the case which resulted in the first undergraduate desegregation of a previously all-white, state-supported college or university in the South.[27]

A. P. Tureaud, a member of Thurgood Marshall's team of NAACP attorneys since 1939, headed the plaintiff's legal team, which also included Marshall, Robert L. Carter of New York, and U. Simpson Tate of Dallas, who authored the complaint.[28] The plaintiffs asserted that, by virtue of its whites-only admissions policy, Southwestern Louisiana Institute was in violation of the 14th Amendment and of federal law, specifically the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1870 (Chapter 114, Sec. 16), which provided for the equal rights of all citizens. They based their argument on the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871 (Chapter 22, Sec. 1), which authorized legal action by any citizen to redress state-sponsored deprivation of rights secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States.[29]

In this case, the plaintiffs were being prohibited from attending "the sole and only publicly-supported institution of higher learning...at which Plaintiffs and other qualified Negro applicants can receive equal or substantially equal educational advantages, facilities or opportunities [equal] to those provided and afforded...all qualified non-Negro applicants."[30] There was no college in southwest Louisiana which black students could attend. Louisiana had established regional colleges for the convenience of white students, but none for blacks.[31] Because SLI had refused Ms. Constantine and her co-plaintiffs the opportunity to attend college while living at home, the least expensive option for any college student, they would either have to bear the extra cost of room, board and transportation to attend Grambling or Southern, the two nearest historically-black institutions, or else forego their dreams of college education.

Martha Jane Conway, who wanted to major in business education, could not afford to go to an out-of-town school.[32] Shirley Taylor was interested in a law enforcement career with a focus on juvenile delinquents. If she graduated from SLI, she wanted to do graduate work at Atlanta University.[33] Clara Dell Constantine wanted to major in business in order to teach students how to handle their financial affairs more effectively.[34] Charles Vincent Singleton planned to major in elementary education and believed that attending Southwestern would make him more competitive in his chosen field.[35] Taylor and Singleton felt that this opportunity would make them more effective citizens, better able to contribute something to the country. Ms. Constantine thought that
education would allow her to contribute to her race's tradition of progress. In addition to their personal goals, each of the prospective students believed that their suit would benefit, as Shirley Taylor put it, "all people, Black, White, or what have you."

Tureaud requested the above statements from each of the plaintiffs. Beyond that he wanted them to maintain a discreet silence, this to avoid potentially embarrassing publicity. Accordingly, he advised each of his clients that they should refer all requests for public statements on the case to him.

To hear the case, Chief Judge Edward Hutcheson appointed three judges--Wayne G. Borah of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals (New Orleans), and Federal District Judges Benjamin C. Dawkins, Jr. (Shreveport) and Edwin F. Hunter, Jr. (Lake Charles) to hear the case. This was standard procedure when the constitutionality of state laws was in question. Initially, Tureaud and his colleagues had intended to emphasize the advantages that SLI offered over Southern. They initially considered arguing that, in terms of facilities and programs, Southern was not a substantially equal alternative for their clients, by then a proven tactic. However, they also wanted a speedy trial, one which would enable black students to register for the fall term.

When it became apparent that arguing for educational inequality might require numerous witnesses and much time, they agreed to Judge Borah's suggestion that the contending parties stipulate the facts and argue the case on the law because neither Borah nor Hunter saw anything in the facts that would require the testimony of witnesses in open court. Judge Hunter, despite a request by the state Attorney General for a delay until after the Supreme Court ruled on the Brown case, fixed the trial for January 29, 1954, in New Orleans.

A pre-trial conference was held on January 28 to hear the motions and begin negotiations on the stipulations. At U. Simpson Tate's insistence, a defense stipulation that segregation per se was not an issue in the case and that the only issue was "equality of facilities, advantages and opportunities" was deleted and the parties reached agreement on the facts in time for trial. By agreement of all parties, Judge Hunter ordered that the new trial date be February 19. There the court denied a defense motion to dismiss the case and, on April 23, ruled that the plaintiff's petition for relief be granted.

Judge Hunter wrote the judgment. The court concluded that the six state colleges had been geographically located for the convenience of their white clienteles, "the purpose obviously being to make education available to more people and to make it possible for more people to stay at home and go to college at less expense." The same opportunity had not been provided to Lafayette Parish's black students, who had no college to which they could commute daily.

The burden and the loss of time and money imposed on black students and their
parents was real and substantial. Hunter said that Article 12, Section 1 of the Louisiana Constitution did indeed fail to address equality of treatment and the state had not provided equal accommodations in the vicinity of SLI, thus violating the requirement of equal treatment in respect to any single facility or opportunity furnished to citizens, rather than a balance in state largesse for each race on a statewide basis. The right of an individual black student to public instruction equivalent to that given by the State to an individual white student was a personal one. He concluded that "Equivalency cannot be determined by weighing the respective advantages furnished to the two groups of which the individuals are members."[48]

Well aware that the Supreme Court would soon rule on five cases challenging the constitutionality of *Plessy v. Ferguson*, Hunter ruled that the question of the constitutionality of the State statute was irrelevant.

"The entire theory of the Fourteenth Amendment is that where an officer or other representative of a State, in the exercise of authority with which he is clothed, so uses the power possessed to deny a right given by the Fourteenth Amendment, inquiry concerning whether the State has authorized the wrong is irrelevant. The federal judicial power is competent to afford redress for the wrong by dealing with the officer and the result of his exertion of power."[49]

The court thus granted plaintiff's petition for relief because Louisiana law, as it had been interpreted and administered by State officials, violated guarantees provided by the Constitution of the United States.[50] The terms of the decree were settled after official notice to all parties.

On July 16, 1954, the court issued a judgment permanently enjoining SLI President Joel Lafayette Fletcher and his Registrar, James Stewart Bonnet, from refusing to admit the plaintiffs, "or any other Negro citizen of the state, residing in Southwest Louisiana, and similarly qualified and situated," on the basis of race or color.[51] This narrowly-drawn language, intended to restrict applications from black students outside the college's service region, may have come from the defense, which logically could have argued that since the plaintiffs had made the case for regional racial discrimination, the remedy should be restricted to the geographic area in question.

The Attorney-General's office certainly intended to interpret the ruling literally. Assistant Attorney-General W. C. Perrault defined for State Superintendent of Public Instruction Shelby Jackson the thirteen parishes which his office considered "Southwest Louisiana." He said that "this office will advise President Fletcher not to admit Negroes to Southwestern except from the 13 parishes named herein."[52] There is no evidence that this particular issue was a matter of subsequent controversy, no doubt because the Brown decisions enormous broadened the scope of the school desegregation issue.
Pre-registration for the Fall 1954 term began just five days after the injunction was issued. In the ten-day period ending July 30, sixty-eight black students registered at Southwestern Louisiana. Five or six appear to have changed their minds before classes began, but a few more black students registered that fall, bringing the total to eighty when the Fall Semester opened. That entire fall registration line at Martin Hall, fronting on University Avenue, one of the town's busiest streets, and fully visible to passersby, was managed by Dean of Students Glynn Abel and one campus police officer. According to Abel, he refused to allow Life magazine photographers pictures of the black students and persuaded the Lafayette Daily Advertiser not to publish the pictures which their reporter had taken. Apparently there were no subsequent incidents of a magnitude sufficient to attract journalists.

According to one SLI professor, Julius Gassner, preliminary reactions to the court decision were mixed. Some SLI faculty were appalled. Others were frightened. The government professor predicted violence and bloodshed. Still other faculty members welcomed the opportunity to work for racial justice. The public reaction was similarly mixed. One mother of an SLI coed wrote President Fletcher that she thought African-Americans were untrustworthy: "you don't know when they might stab you, and...there is [sic] too many things that can happen." However, a local gas station operator said that he ate, worked, and hunted with blacks, so why not attend classes with them? Joseph Hardy of Lafayette said that in the public interest, the issues involved in the desegregation case should be clarified "before the barber shop pedagogues and the pool-room professors who are clacking about socialization, miscegenation, etc. thoroughly muddle up public understanding." In Hardy's mind, the desegregation of SLI was something of a moot point.

"Segregation at S. L. I. has never been based on color but on accent. Black, brown, and yellow people have always attended S. L. I. but they either have had a Spanish or Asiatic accent. Their people, incidentally, have never paid a penny of tax money to support this institution. Further, if the president and other qualified members of the faculty are proud to act as government consultants for the betterment of conditions in Asia and Africa, the group as a whole should not object to practicing a little charity at home."

Furthermore, the students in question were qualified. They were graduates of Paul Breaux High School, which the school board assured the public was a highly-rated institution.

The first desegregated classes met on September 10, 1954, and the semester progressed largely without incident. On the other hand, there is little to suggest that these new SLI Bulldogs were welcomed with open arms. In the main, white and black students made little effort to notice each other. African-American students attended classes, but were otherwise on the margins of campus life. They did not live in the dormitories and did not eat in the dining hall. Not welcome
in the campus student center, they sat in the commuter buses parked next to Earl Long gymnasium or congregated at the Catholic Student Center's Library Annex across the street. Detractors quickly dubbed this tree-shaded facility the "Liberian Annex."[59]

Several parents withdrew their children and at least two met with Registrar Bonnet to make certain that he understood the reason for their departure. That first year, a Lake Charles brick mason met with Bonnet to ask if SLI would allow his son to live in the dormitory. Bonnet's response was that he was entitled to live on campus, but would probably be happier if he found housing in Lafayette's African-American community. "Let this thing develop a little bit," he said, "and maybe next year...people will become accustomed to it and it will be different then."[60] Bonnet's thinking was that a low profile was the best way for SLI's new African-American students to deal with what Holman Hamilton and Charlayne Hunter later experienced at the University of Georgia, i.e., "an atmosphere of uncordiality."[61] As for the integration of SLI's dormitories, the state legislature delayed it indefinitely by including dormitories in state statutes forbidding the races to live together under the same roof.[62]

Acceptance, though grudging, came more easily because of the intellectual abilities of that first group of African-American students. Long-time geography professor Robert Crisler characterized the experience for the first African-American students as "traumatic."

"But they weren't average. They were generally better qualified. They were from better-educated black homes and top students....They wanted an education. They were willing to put themselves on the line to come here and be the pioneers."[63]

Gradually, some black and white students began speaking, especially at the Catholic Student Center. Another positive factor in this adjustment period was the attitude of the college's president, Joel L. Fletcher.[64]

Prior to becoming President in 1940, Fletcher's career as a professor and administrator had centered around programs that attracted deserving students and built the college.[65] While his feelings about integration were mixed, his ambitions for students and SLI remained his focus. If desegregation was the law, then the college must achieve it in ways that advanced the larger mission of educational excellence and expansion. A modest but significant core of faculty and administrators shared this commitment.[66] They included younger professors who arrived in the middle of the decade, notably Milton & Patricia Rickels in the English Department and Amos Simpson in History, as well as continuing faculty like Julius Gassner.

Tactically, the administration solicited cooperation and discouraged publicity. Fletcher had "no comment" on the court decision.[67] Before desegregation
occurred, he traveled the state, informing influential people of his plans and asking their assistance. A campus human relations council composed of faculty and students was established to discuss the problems that black students faced and to work toward solutions. That fall, the registration situation was so well-managed that the New Orleans Times-Picayune reported only that the presence of black students "apparently did not create unusual interest or action on the part of other students." Despite Bonnet's spirited insistence, Fletcher refused to allow him to note any student's race on the registration cards, and was then able to say that he had no figures on the number of black students who had entered.

Geography also worked in SLI's favor. The college was set in the heart of French Catholic south Louisiana, where the Cajun minority had some understanding of what it meant to be outside the mainstream. This distinctive culture, noted for its "joie de vivre," was anchored to an agricultural economy that radiated out from Lafayette in all directions. Lafayette itself, its possibilities as a regional oil center already apparent, was a small city of surprising diversity with demographic and cultural characteristics worked to produce a kind of tolerance. Desegregation would test that tolerance and reveal that intolerance was widespread and, in some instances, quite deep. Missouri native Robert Crisler remarked that the people here in south Louisiana as opposed to people in Alabama or north Louisiana are a little bit more willing to accept that sort of change, [they have] a live and let live sort of philosophy...perhaps because they themselves feel that being Catholic and speaking French they are different from the rest of the people in the South themselves.

There was also a critical mass of good-willed people, business leaders like Herbert Heymann, who used their influence in the college's behalf. There would be no spitting, cursing crowds of townspeople such as in Little Rock or New Orleans.

On campus, it was easier to control events. In that much different era in college life, in loco parentis was still an omnipresent reality, complete with dress codes for women and rigorous dormitory supervision. Many of the commuters arrived by school bus, just as if they were still going to high school. If Fletcher's paternalistic appeals to their better instincts did not work, sterner measures would follow.

There were problems of course. That first year, four black couples attended a student dance, further stressing already frayed administrative nerves. There were no incidents, but there were also no more dances for some time. A class in audio-visual education was going to see movie projectors in operation at a local theater. The teacher advised the lone black student in the class to seek individual instruction at one of the theaters for blacks. There were isolated instances of faculty discrimination against students. One student, with justification, complained that black students were unable to do practice teaching, thus delaying or preventing them from completing degree requirements in 1955. The
official explanation given was that the State Department of Education had made no arrangements and that something would be done at some future date.[74] Swimming classes were discontinued because the local pool would not allow African-American students to use its facility.[75]

The second year brought more African-American students, many of them transfers.[76] Even so, the campus seemed to be taking integration as a fait accompli and, according to an optimistic Julius Gassner, "interracial fellowship was coming into existence." ROTC dances had been desegregated and an interracial meeting of the Gulf States Newman Clubs at the S.L.I. Catholic Student Center in April 1956 was a resounding success. SLI.'s first black graduate, Christiana G. Smith, received her diploma on May 19, even though she marched without a partner.[77]

In 1956, the state legislature undermined this progress when it passed Act 15, which required that all students submit a certificate of good moral character signed by their high school principal and the local superintendent. A companion act made it a crime punishable by dismissal for any teacher or school official to favor integration, and Willie Rainach, Chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee on Segregation, made it clear that signing a certificate of good moral character for a black student applying to a previously all-white college constituted advocacy of integration.[78] These laws were part of a segregationist package of legislation designed to thwart enforcement of the Brown decision; they were vociferously opposed by the Catholic Church and by a few intrepid legislators.

Judges Herbert Christenberry and J. Skelly Wright declared both acts to be unconstitutional in 1957 and the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld them the next year. In the short run, the uncertainties and tensions generated by the acts caused African-American enrollments to drop drastically.[79] An SLI student who transferred to Grambling said that he couldn't take a chance about his studies in Lafayette. Julius Gassner said that in September 1956, there were so few African-American students at SLI "that the campus all but lost the right to be called integrated."[80]

In the long run, of course, SLI remained integrated, its minority enrollment recovered, and the remaining state colleges were also desegregated. Meanwhile, public attention, never very much focused on this important episode in the desegregation of Southern state colleges and universities, shifted to other fronts in the civil rights revolution, even in Louisiana. So did the attention of scholars.

Writing on the legal campaign against segregation in higher education almost invariably jumps from the Sweatt and McLaurin cases to Brown and the rise of massive resistance. Scholars of the struggle to translate Brown into more fully integrated higher education move from that point to Autherine Lucy and James Meredith and other highly-publicized desegregation episodes, with due emphasis on the resultant turmoil. Almost without exception, they miss Constantine v. SLI
and the integration of three other Louisiana state colleges. The result is an incomplete and even skewed portrait of desegregation, one that places undue emphasis on the sensational and on flagship universities. Constantine marked a further erosion of Plessy. It produced the first undergraduate integration of a state-supported college in the Deep South and led directly to the integration of other state colleges in the Louisiana system.[81] And it was a large-scale desegregation, one that tested the leadership and character of the community in which it occurred.[82]

In some respects the desegregation of SLI is unavoidably the story of narrow-mindedness and of bigotry. But it is also a chronicle of individual courage, of magnanimity, of the leadership of a community pulling together to see that doing what the law required was done peacably and with relative equanimity. They did so reluctantly and imperfectly. But they did it. In 1956, the Southern Manifesto made massive resistance to desegregation regional policy and Dixie's politicians devoted themselves to a 20th century version of what historian Albert D. Kirwan termed "the revolt of the rednecks" in the 1890s. Louisiana was not immune to this plague, and their ignominious 1956 legislative session produced segregationist statutes which were models for other racist rebels. But by then, SLI had been demonstrating the possibility of interracial cooperation for two years.[83] Their achievement stands in stark contrast to the failures in Little Rock, New Orleans, and Oxford, Mississippi a few years later.[84]

As was the case with the South itself, SLI's desegregation ultimately proved to be a liberating force which opened up new possibilities for this traditionally ambitious school which had begun its existence as the smallest of the state colleges. Its desegregated status enabled it to attract a bevy of exceptionally talented young faculty with freshly-minted Ph. D.s from prestigious universities, substantially enhancing its academic reputation, especially in the humanities. In 1960, some twenty outstanding graduates of Paul Breaux High School, inspired by the growing strength of the civil rights movement and determined to broaden African-American participation in campus life, turned down scholarships at other institutions to go to college in Lafayette. They did not win their battles immediately. When they decided to shave their heads and wear beanies, as other freshmen males did, the tradition was discontinued. They pressed for access to the dormitories and the dining halls, for participation in intramural sports and, in 1963, they sought recognition for a chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha. Their chapter had to remain off-campus when they refused to sign an agreement not to admit white students.[85] Their insistent courage inspired others and led to the gradual opening up of campus facilities and activities.

When the dormitories were opened to black students in the early 1960s, it seemed only natural to housing officials that black students would have black roommates. Natural, that is, until Thetis Simpson came along. A self-described "faculty brat," she was the daughter of historian Amos Simpson and Anne Simpson of the School of Music. A freshman in 1964, she lived in Foster Hall, the
freshman girls dormitory, and joined the Young Ambassadors, an interracial group whose purpose was to promote integration in Lafayette and improve race relations on campus. At that point, all black coeds who resided on campus were housed in one wing of Bonin Hall. That separation ended in 1965 when young Miss Simpson and a black Ambassador, Gwen Sigur from Alexandria, announced that they wanted to be roommates in Bonin Hall. The Dean of Women, fearing that they would be harassed, tried unsuccessfully to dissuade them. Save for one ugly note shoved under their door, Simpson and Sigur roomed together without incident.[86]

Thetis Simpson left Lafayette following her graduation in 1968. When she returned in 1974, she remembers being unable to believe the changes, especially the much larger percentage of black students and the degree to which they participated in campus life. Perhaps the key factor in this change was the university's leadership in desegregating college basketball in Louisiana. On the surface this seems an odd assertion, but coach Beryl Shipley's courageous decision to break the color barrier by recruiting three black high school All Americans for his 1966 team had far-reaching consequences. First, it attracted the wrath of the State Board of Education, which refused athletic scholarships to the recruits and then invited an NCAA investigation, and probation, when Shipley found scholarship money for the players in Lafayette's black community. Shipley had already drawn their ire the previous year when he accepted an invitation to have his all-white team participate in the NAIA playoffs, where they would have to face integrated teams, in violation of a moribund segregationist statute forbidding interracial sports competition by Louisianians.

Second, the advent of highly talented black players fueled the meteoric rise to prominence of Ragin' Cajun basketball. Following a two-year probation during which it was ineligible for postseason competition, and a rebuilding season in 1969-1970, the 1970-71 Cajuns posted a 24-4 record and their sophomore guard, Dwight Lamar, led the college division in scoring with a 36 point average. The following year, competing at the major college level for the first time, the 25-4 Cajuns won a bid to the 16-team NCAA tournament, becoming the first Louisiana team in 14 years to participate. Lamar led the nation in scoring again with a 36.3 average, becoming the only player ever to win both small college and major college scoring titles. Lamar was named 1st team All-American and sophomore center Roy Ebron garnered Honorable Mention. The team garnered a second successive nomination the next year, at one point ranking as high as #4 in the national polls.

Their success filled Blackham Coliseum to capacity, and more, with delighted community members and students who came to cheer "their" team.

To the extent that current knowledge influences our historical interpretation, perhaps it is now time to reevaluate the history of college integration in the 1950s and 1960s. Such a reevaluation would not only focus on cases where integration
was early and why it was relatively peaceful. It would have to consider why these cases have received so little attention. Finally, it would also seek to delineate what went on beneath the comparatively placid exterior of events, both at the time of desegregation and in the years that followed.
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